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The bulging muscles are formed out of merged balls or sausages of clay while details such as the eyes, fingers
and mouth have been swiftly cut with a pointed tool. The results of the thermoluminescence testing suggest a
later date than expected which raises the possibility that the sketch was made for a different unidentified
scheme. However, this analysis is not accurate enough to allow for a significant reinterpretation, and the
association with the Appenine remains compelling. As such, the late dating might indicate that the clay
bozzetto was not fired at the time, a possibility further supported by the solid and rather haphazard
construction of the model which does not seem to have been carefully prepared for the kiln. The sketch may
therefore not have been intended as a permanent record but was instead fired subsequently to preserve it,
perhaps for a collector. The statuette is a dramatic re-working of the Graeco-Roman type of River God,
usually shown lying down and supporting itself on one elbow, so as to fill the outside angle of a classical
pediment. In this composition, however, Giambologna has transformed the classical theme and endowed the
figure with potential movement by pushing him up from the traditional recumbent posture. By repositioning
the left arm as though the figure were not at rest and bringing the right arm forward and across the legs, this
version appears as if he is about to rise to his feet. In addition, the head is also sharply turned away from the
plane of the shoulders and chest, further invigorating the figure by a zigzag of lines running in three
dimensions. Giambologna had in fact already devised an innovative approach to the subject in the three River
Gods for the Oceanus Fountain made for the Pitti Palace Gardens in but removed to the Boboli gardens in ,
shown seated around the fountain basin holding a traditional overflowing vase in front of them, which was
suitably piped to produce a jet a water. The attribute has been retained in this terracotta River God, but the
water is simply conjured up by adding a piece of clay to the vessel, which was then freely modeled by hand.
This specific model, however, was never actually executed, but in its place Giambologna created the figure of
the mountain god, Apennine, for which there is a sketch-model in the Museo Nazionale in Florence.
Constructed primarily of brick, stone, and lava, and embellished with dripped stucco to appear organic,
Appenine rises above the Medici villa, to a height of 10m, and houses a series of small rooms inside and
beneath it. Originally connected with the school of Michelangelo, the model was variously attributed before
gaining acceptance as one of three known models connected with the Pratolino project. New Haven and
London: Yale University Press, , p. Printed by George E. Eyre and William Spottiswoode for H. The
Complete Sculpture Oxford: Phaidon, , pp , ill. Reflections on the Garden Grotto New York: Sculptor to the
Medici London: Arts Council, , pp. Catalogue of European Sculpture in the Ashmolean Museum: Catalogue of
Italian Sculpture. Il Concerto di Statue. Mitteilungen des Kunsthistorischen Institutes in Florenz. Colossal
Sculpture of the Cinquecento. Published New York and London, , p. The Making of Sculpture: Finger Prints
of the Artist: European Terra-cotta from the Arthur M. Jean Boulogne, detto Giambologna Douai, - Firenze,
Per la Storia della Scultura: Materiali Inediti e Poco Noti. The idea for the mountain god Appenine replaced
this proposal and there is a sketch-model for that figure by the same hand in the Museo Nazionale in Florence.
The Appenine was constructed from brick, stone, and lava, and housed small rooms beneath and inside it,
including a grotto with a fountain. Another figure related to the scheme is displayed in a case nearby.
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Mendelsohn Replication and restoration: Despite considerable scholarly nterest in Renaissance attitudes
toward ancient sculpture, including recent studies documenting collections of antiquities known to
Renaissance artists, the influence of ancient bronzes on painting practice has not been studied. The basic
assumption of this paper is that methods of sculptural replication and the use of casting by-products in the
painting workshop of the cinquecento were crucial for the development of the Maniera style. To this end we
shall consider the relationship between the replication of sculptural fragments and the repetition in paintings of
a limited corpus of limbs based on them. It is hoped that the observations made here will begin to address the
larger question of the intentions behind the quotation of body fragments in cinquecento painting. Symposion,
Coburg Mainz ; P. Rubinstein, Re11aissa11ce artists and antiqlle swlpture: Cristofani, "Per una storia de! De
Benedictis, ; A. Nesselrath, "I libri di disegni di antichita, tentativo di una tipologia," in S. Anmerkungen zu
Raphaels Verarbeitung entlehnter Motive," in De arte et libris: Festschrft Erasmus Amsterdam ; S. Vienna nn.
By the second decade of the 16th c. Bettarini and Barocchi supra n. Ettlinger, cited in Smyth supra n. On the
restoration of the Marsyas, see F. Mino da Fiesole, Andrea de! Unlike Vasari, Alberti cautioned against
repeating poses in the same painting Bk. The architect Vitruvius reckons the height of a man in feet. I think it
more suitable if the rest of the limbs are related to the size of the head, although I have obseved it to be
well-nigh a common fact in men that the length of the foot is the same as the distance from the chin to the top
of the head. Having selcted this one member, the rest should be accommodated to it, so that there is no
member of the whole body that does not correspond with the others in length and breadth A picture in which
the attitudes and movements of the bodies differ vey much among themselves is most pleasing of all. These
two " powers", as Alberti calls them, p ermit t he position and arrangement of the parts of any given body in
accurate and absolutely reliable written forms so that Alberti makes clear that modular parts are necessary for
replication. Beyond this, he is asserting that all figures must depend on a common system of measurement. It
is understood that this system ensures beauty. In a review of P. Hope proposed that Vasari is not the author of
the proemios to the Lives. The question of authorship is beyond the scope of this paper, but a change in author
would not substantially alter my argument. Thus piece by piece the figure is formed and the head, the arms,
the torso and the legs, up to the last thing, in such a way that the negati ve of that statue, that is, the form
encased is imprinted into the hollow with all the parts and every minute thing which appears in the modello. A
similar parallel can be drawn between the lost-wax process of castng as a reproductive method and the evident
repetition of body parts on a limited number of torsos in cinquecento paintings. Paintings which exhibit these
stylistic characteristics were most often produced i n worksh ops using asse mbly l ne m et hods. The f i gur es
in these paintings were composed of - separate fragments taken from ancient statues. When, in bronze casting,
the indirect method is used, then the separate pieces, corresponding to the divisions of the figure in the molds,
survive after the molds are used. These surviving pieces could then serve as models for limbs to be attached to
a number of antique torso fragments. The results provide the variation of poses Alberti advised. The
segmented approach to sculpture translates into a convenient pictorial formula, one with a built-in system of
proportion derived from ntiquity. Thus, a practical link appears to exist between techniques of ncient bronze
casting as they were known and practiced by Renaissance sculpt ors and the wi des p read use of ancient
fragments n paintng workshops. XI, 97, , from the proemio to Part I. The importance Vasari gives to the wax
model was reinforced by its literary use as a metaphor. Discussing the organization of the points of a legal
argument, "arrangement" is defined as "the distribution of things and parts to the places which it is expedient
that they should occupy" 7. A veritable corpus of famous fragments known to the Renaissance is repeatedly
cited in paintings of the period. Ancient fragments, referred to at the time as "anticaglie",15 appear in
paintings as ostentatiously as any line of Cicero quoted in a Renaissance dialogue. These were either bronze or
thought to derive from Greek bronzes. By , the term was used pejoratively. Baxandall was among the first to
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compare texts on rhetoric and texts about images in Giotto and the orators Oxford Among the ancient texts
Baxandall cites p. Baxandall distinguishes clearly between the 15th-c. On the creative resurrection of the
whole based on the evidence of the fragment, see esp. I, ; Nesselrath supra n. On Heemskerck, see E. Filippi,
Maarten van Heemskerck: Inventio 11rbis Milan On the Resting Hercules, see M. See also the illustrated
Codex Esnrialensis: The bronze head was originally displayed in this way at the Lateran. The globe was at one
time placed on top of an obelisk. Vasari, Vite supra n. On the identification as Nero, see below n. The portrait
has more recently been considered Constans I: Stuart Jones e d , A catalogue of the a11cie11t snlptures
preserved i11 the municipal collectiolls of Rome: For other identifications, see M. Winner, Zeichner sehen die
Antike: Europiische Handzeichmge11 Exhib. Kaiser- mid Prinzenbildnisse Mainz , no. Col ossal left hand.
Palazzo dei Conservatori, Sala dei Bronzi 2 inv. Rome, Palazzo dei Conservatori, Sala dei Photo: Gabbai
Bronzi 2 inv. Bracchetti; courtesy Museum The colossal hand nd head appear in both Renaissnce painting and
sculpture. The bronze head provides the basic construct for the formation of the ruler portrait-type. A
Chatsworth drawing of Pope Leo X by Giulio Romano superimposes the qualities of a colossal statue on a
contemporary papal persona. Marino, "Idoli e colossi: Pope-Hennessey, Cellini New York pis. Jaffe, A great
heritage: Renaissance and Baroque drawings rom Chatsworth Exh ib. According to Jaffe, it was J. Shearman
who suggested that it was originally intended for the colossal statue of Leo X commissi oned by the C ons
ervato ri now in Sta. Maria in Cosm edin. The drawing has at different times been attributed to Michelangelo,
Sebastiano de! Possibly their very rarity was a factor in the estimate of the high value of bronze statues. Pliny
had emphasized the high esteem in which they were held in antiquity, n part because of the material value of
bronze, n p art because of the skill necessary for their production, but also because of their sheer size,
durability, and most of all their beauty. However, the very scarcity of surviving examples caused the durability
of bronze with respect to marble to play a lesser role in its valuation during the Renaissance than it had in
antiquity. Thus, although it has been referred to as of Early Imperial style, it is probably either "a learned
classicistic re-elaboration from the Augustan period The surviving pieces reflect an original described by
Pliny. T he lost bronze David sent to France is discussed in F. Louvre," Prospettiva Ouly-Oct. For
bibliography, see P. Hirst, The you11g Michelangelo Exhib. Th e Chimera was found "fuori Pa. Laurentino"
along with other "anticaglie" and, as Cellini wrote, "una quantita di piccole statuette"; it was brought
immediately to the Palazzo della Signoria. It is usually said, but without documentation, that the restoration of
the tail and two feet on the left side was the work of Cellini: Del Vita, "Dove fu trovata la Chimera di Arezzo?
The important documents are presented in Cristofani supra n. For additional b ibli ography, see Pop e
Hennessey s upra n. Both the Chimera and - the Arringatore are discussed by B. Ridgway, Roman bronze
statuary " - beyond technology," in Tlze fire of Heplzaistos Ancient bronze tecniques and the figure in
cinquecento painting Hellenistic eclectic invention.
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The apartment was completely renovated and furnished by its present owners, an important Napolitan Family
and is a pleasant mix of characteristic wooden ceilings, antique terracotta floors, handmade tiles in the
bathroom and kitchen and decorated with many beautiful things from the owners private collection. Double
living room with high wooden ceilings, antique floors, red velvet sofa, two queen Ann armchairs, antique
writing desk and views over the Renaissance Piazza. Bright, silent and air conditioned. A separate dining
room with antique table for 6, expandable for 8 , and antique side board. This room has a window with views
of the Piazza and Fountain Kitchen: Adjacent to the kitchen is a little closet where the washing machine and a
separate dryer are contained. Dryers are quiet rare in Rome, yet can be very convenient for traveling families.
The bedrooms have air conditioning, original wooden ceilings and antique terracotta floors. Each bedroom has
a closet and one of the rooms has an on suite bath with a shower. One bathroom is on suite on this level and a
second bathroom is located in the common hallway between the two bedrooms and adjacent to the living
room. Renovated bath with shower and tub, all in hand maid glazed terracotta tiles and with wooden ceilings.
Connected by a comfortable internal stairwell, this level has an additional mq. Of living space with a spacious
living room, three 3 additional bedrooms, 2 baths and an extra kitchen. Good size room with lots of light and
views over the piazza, air conditioning, 13ft. Large master suite with high wooden ceilings, two large
windows with views of Piazza and Palazzo Spada. Double size bed, 1. On suite bath entirely in white marble
with Jacuzzi tub. This quiet room has high ceilings, built in closets and air conditioning. The space has been
divided into a loft with a single bed located on the lower level and additional bed located in the loft area. This
space was originally designed by the owners for their two young children and is pleasant and cozy. This
bathroom has a shower and is located in a common hallway between the living room and bedroom area. This
room has two single beds, antique floors, high ceilings and views of the piazza. Lots of built in wardrobes and
custom lighting. On this level is a second small kitchen, complete with stove, oven and full size fridge. The
large apartment is bright, silent, has many characteristic features such as the original wooden ceilings, antique
floors, views from almost every room and has been modernized with air conditioning, wi-fi, Jacuzzi tub,
washer and dryer, double glazed windows. Excellent for two families, groups or Romantic Getaway. Make
this your elegant, peaceful base from which to explore everything Antique and Renaissance Rome has to offer!
This beautifully renovated apartment is situated in a 16th Century National Landmark Building located
directly in a Charming little Piazza and facing the marvelous Spada Palace built in and modified to its present
state by Francesco Borromini. The building houses, among other masterpieces, a colossal sculpture of Pompey
the Great, to whom Giulio Cesare fell, unearthed in beneath the walls of a Roman villa. Well serviced, there
are also a number of supermarkets, gyms and shops nearby.
Chapter 4 : Project MUSE - Colossus Of Roads
The Colossal Sculpture of the Cinquecento (Outstanding Dissertations in the Fine Arts) by Bush, Virginia.
Education-Garla. Used - Good. Former Library book. Shows some signs of wear, and may have some markings on the
inside.
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The colossal sculpture of the Cinquecento from Michelangelo to Giovanni Bologna. Thesis--Columbia University.
Includes bibliographical references (leaves ). Photocopy of typescript.
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In the spring of the State of Minnesota, with all the hoopla appropriate to such perilous undertakings, launched a brand
new "Explore Minnesota" promotion, a media package of glossy.

Chapter 7 : Capitoline Museums - Wikipedia
VIRGINIA BUSH, The Colossal Sculpture of the Cinquecento (Outstanding Dissertations in the Fine Arts), New York,
Italian Renaissance sculpture, a field of art.

Chapter 8 : Virginia Bush, The Colossal Sculpture of the Cinquecento - CORE
This is a list of colossal sculptures that were carved in situ (or "in place"), sometimes referred to as "living rock". This list
includes two colossal stones that were intended to be moved. This list includes two colossal stones that were intended
to be moved.

Chapter 9 : List of colossal sculpture in situ - Wikipedia
Virginia Bush's study of colossal sculpture of the Cinquecento makes it clear that Renaissance artists approached the
creation of oversize works with the example of antiquity firmly in mind. Of the Seven Wonders of the World commonly
listed in the 16th century, three (four, by some counts) were ancient colossi.
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